Where, When and Why Brain Activation Differs for Bilinguals and Monolinguals during Picture Naming and Reading Aloud
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Using functional magnetic resonance imaging, we found that when bilinguals named pictures or read words aloud, in their native or nonnative language, activation was higher relative to monolinguals in 5 left hemisphere regions: dorsal precentral gyrus, pars triangularis, pars opercularis, superior temporal gyrus, and planum temporale. We further demonstrate that these areas are sensitive to increasing demands on speech production in monolinguals. This suggests that the advantage of being bilingual comes at the expense of increased work in brain areas that support monolingual word processing. By comparing the effect of bilingualism across a range of tasks, we argue that activation is higher in bilinguals compared with monolinguals because word retrieval is more demanding; articulation of each word is less rehearsed; and speech output needs careful monitoring to avoid errors when competition for word selection occurs between, as well as within, language.
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Introduction

Language is a core cognitive function and so it is essential to understand how the brain adapts to using 2 or more languages and what this adaptation means. For example, do the advantages of being bilingual come from uniquely bilingual processing or result from increased demands on resources that also support monolingual processing? To address this question, it is important to compare bilingual and monolingual brain activation when bilinguals are tested in only one of their languages because word retrieval is more demanding; articulation of each word is less rehearsed; and speech output needs careful monitoring to avoid errors when competition for word selection occurs between, as well as within, language.

To our knowledge, no previous fMRI study has compared speech production in bilinguals relative to monolinguals when bilinguals are tested in only one of their languages within an experimental session. We therefore start by considering the relevance of previous studies that have reported differences in bilingual and monolingual brain activation when bilinguals were required to use 2 languages within an experimental session. In the fMRI and functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) experiments reported by Kovelman and colleagues, activation in the left inferior frontal cortex was greater in Spanish–English bilinguals than in English monolinguals when participants made syntactic judgments (Kovelman, Baker, et al. 2008) or semantic judgments (Kovelman, Shalinsky, et al. 2008). The authors interpreted their results in terms of a unique "bilingual signature" which represents an advantageous "language processing potential not recruited in monolingual brains" (Kovelman, Baker, et al. 2008; also see Kovelman, Shalinsky, et al. 2008). In a further study, Kovelman et al. (2009) reported greater activation in the left temporoparietal cortex when bilingual English-American sign language users with normal hearing responded to pictures in a dual language context (either by simultaneously naming and signing each one or by naming one set of pictures and signing the next) compared with a single language context (in which only one language was used over a block of trials).

Increased activation in left inferior frontal and superior temporal areas has also been reported for Spanish–Catalan bilinguals compared with Spanish monolinguals performing a speeded response task for words in Spanish that begin with a consonant or a vowel (i.e., responding with different buttons for each), while at the same time suppressing a response for pseudowords or Catalan words (Rodriguez-Fornells et al. 2002). The Catalan words interfered when the participants were Spanish–Catalan bilinguals but not when the participants were Spanish monolinguals. The authors therefore suggested that increased activation was related to the control of "lexical" interference. In a subsequent study (Rodriguez-Fornells et al. 2005), these authors found increased activation in a left middle prefrontal region for bilinguals relative to monolinguals when "phonological" interference was introduced in a task that required participants to decide if the first letter of an object’s name was a German vowel. On half the trials, there was a mismatch between the correct response in German and Spanish (e.g., Erdbeere-fresa for strawberry) which resulted in response interference when the participants were German–Spanish bilinguals but not when the participants were German monolinguals.

Although the above studies have highlighted increased activation for bilinguals relative to monolinguals in similar left inferior frontal and temporoparietal areas, it is not possible to compare the exact location of the effects in the different tasks tested because no anatomical details are provided in the INRS studies by Kovelman, Shalinsky, et al. (2008) and Kovelman et al. (2009). Moreover, because speech production activation in bilinguals and monolinguals has only been compared in the dual language context for bilinguals, we do not know how the effects would generalize to a single language context.
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The first aim of the current study was to establish "whether" brain activation differed for bilinguals and monolinguals during picture naming and reading aloud when the bilinguals are tested in a single language context, either in their native language or in a foreign language (but not both on the same day). There are 2 reasons why we expected activation to be higher in bilinguals compared with monolinguals during picture naming and reading aloud in a native or nonnative language. First, the interference control hypothesis proposes that by knowing the name of a concept in 2 or more languages, bilinguals must selectively activate the target language while minimizing competition for word selection from translation equivalents in nontarget languages (Green 1986, 1998). Learning and using another language increases interference and places additional demands on the mechanisms that control interference (Green 1986, 1998; Grosjean 1992, 2001; Rodriguez-Fornells et al. 2002, 2005; Abutalebi and Green 2007). Second, the reduced frequency hypothesis proposes that words in each of a bilingual's languages are effectively used less than the same words in a monolingual's language because monolinguals always use the same language to express themselves whereas bilinguals split their time between 2 or more languages. Consequently, the frequency of a word in each of the bilingual's languages effectively lags behind the frequency of the same word in a monolingual's language. As lower frequency words are more difficult to produce, bilingual word production will be less efficient than monolingual word production (for behavioral studies, see Mägiste 1979; Ransdell and Fischler 1987; Gollan et al. 2002, 2005, 2008; Gollan and Acenas 2004; Ivanova and Costa 2008; Pyers et al. 2009), despite psycholinguistic and neuroimaging research showing that the languages of a bilingual are both active even when only one language is in use (van Heuven and Dijkstra 2010; Wu and Thierry 2010).

Crucially, our 2 hypotheses—interference control and reduced frequency—are not mutually exclusive. To the contrary, the control of interference from translation equivalents may utilize the same resources as the control of interference from synonyms within a single language (e.g., sofa and couch) which also makes word retrieval more difficult (e.g., Jescheniak and Schriefers 1998; Peterson and Savoy 1998). Furthermore, producing low- versus high-frequency words may also require processes that resolve interference from competing possibilities. If this is indeed the case, then the brain regions identified for bilingual versus monolingual picture naming may be the same as the brain regions responsive to low- versus high-frequency picture naming in monolinguals. Alternatively, if the control of competition between languages requires different processing resources than the control of competition within a single language, then the brain regions identified with such control would be distinct from those associated with low-vs high-frequency word processing within a language.

The second aim of our study was therefore to identify "where" activation is higher in bilinguals (speaking in a single language context) than monolinguals and to compare the location of our effects with the location of activation reported in previous literature by 1) Graves et al. (2007) for low- versus high-frequency picture naming in the native language; 2) Papoutsi et al. (2009) for articulating nonwords with low-versus high-frequency syllables; and 3) Rodriguez-Fornells et al. (2002, 2005) for bilinguals versus monolinguals when bilinguals were tested in a dual language context that required them to suppress lexical or phonological interference from words in the nontarget language. Details of these a priori effects are listed in Table 2.

Having determined "whether" and "where" the effect of bilingualism is observed, our third aim was to consider "when," in the multistage speech production processing stream, the effect of bilingualism arose. Our hypothesis was that bilingualism and low-frequency word processing might increase the demands on 1) word retrieval because the links between semantics and phonology will be weaker in less familiar words; 2) articulation because each word is less rehearsed; and 3) control mechanisms that suppress competition from nontarget words. To dissociate the processing stage when bilingual and monolingual activation diverged, we engaged all our participants in a range of tasks that differentially tapped processing related to word recognition, word retrieval, and articulation (see Fig. 1).

Finally, we tested whether activation in the identified areas correlated with the participants' ability to control conflicting verbal information as assessed outside the scanner with the Stroop task. Participants named the color (i.e., the hue) of a stimulus that was either a string of XXXs (=neutral or nonconflict trial) or the written name of a color (=conflict trials because the meaning/phonology of the word competes with that of the hue); see Long and Prat (2002). We used the conflict ratio for response time CRRT (Green et al. 2010) as our index of control. CRRT is the response time difference between conflict trials (CT) and neutral trials (NT), divided by NT:

\[
\text{CRRT} = \frac{\text{CT} - \text{NT}}{\text{NT}}
\]

The conflict ratio for response time indicates how well interference has been controlled for correct responses. If the ratio was low, then interference was low and there was a higher level of control. Alternatively, if the ratio was high, then interference was high and there was a lower level of...
control. We therefore associated a positive correlation between the conflict ratio and activation in the identified areas with interference. In contrast, we associated a negative correlation between the conflict ratio and activation in the identified areas with a mechanism that controls interference.

In summary, we investigated whether brain activation differs for bilingual versus monolingual speech production when bilinguals were tested in a single language context that required use of just one of their languages (either native or nonnative). We then examined "where" the effects were located relative to previous studies of the control of interference in bilinguals and studies of word frequency effects in monolinguals. This allowed us to test whether the effect of learning 2 languages results in activation that is unique to bilinguals or whether it is also observed in monolinguals processing low- versus high-frequency words. By including a range of tasks that tapped word recognition, word retrieval, articulation, and the control of interference, we were able to ascertain "when" in the processing stream differences in bilingual and monolingual activation arise and so consider, with reference to other studies, "why" such differences arise.

### Materials and Methods

The study was approved by the National Research for Neurology and Institute of Neurology Joint Ethics Committee.

#### Participant Selection

A total of 67 participants were included. All were neurologically typical, right handed, fluent English speakers with normal or corrected to normal vision. The bilinguals (n = 31) spoke English as a nonnative language but were all resident in the UK with high English proficiency. Their native languages were European ones with Latin-based scripts (n = 10) or Greek (n = 21); for details, see Table 1. We further divided the Greek-English bilinguals into those who were scanned in English only (n = 10) and those who were scanned in both English and Greek (n = 11). This resulted in 3 bilingual groups that we refer to as Groups 2a, 2b, and 2c (see Table 1). To ensure that bilinguals were tested in a single language context, all word stimuli and instructions were only given in the language being tested, and Greek participants were tested in English and Greek on separate days.

The monolinguals (n = 36, referred to as Group 1) did not use a second language at home or at work. Although we were not able to quantify the degree to which they had been exposed to other languages, we note that such experience would not be able to explain the highly significant group differences that we report in this study.

#### Participant Screening

To ensure that all our bilinguals had high English proficiency, they completed a lexical decision test from the Psycholinguistic Assessment of Language Processing in Aphasia (PALPA: Kay et al. 1992). We also recorded responses for letter and category fluency (Groton et al. 2009) and used a color-word version of the Stroop task (Stroop 1935) to assess the control of verbal interference in both the native language and English. The results (see Table 1) confirmed that all bilinguals had an extensive vocabulary in English and rapid written word recognition. For example, all but one Greek subject (from Group 2b in Table 1) were able to recognize English words and reject pseudowords in the PALPA decision task with a high level of accuracy (>80%) and speed (<1 s). When the outlier participant was excluded, there were no significant differences in the 3 bilingual groups on the speed or accuracy of their lexical decisions (analysis of variance, ANOVA with 3 groups). However, as expected, the bilinguals were slightly slower and less accurate than the monolingual English participants for both correctly accepting words \( t_{40.56} = -2.93, P < 0.05 \) for RTs; \( t_{46.42} = 4.84, P < 0.05 \) for accuracy) and for correctly rejecting nonwords \( t_{40.56} = -4.65, P < 0.05 \) for RTs; \( t_{46.42} = 3.86, P < 0.05 \) for accuracy).

### Table 1 Participant groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Monolingual</th>
<th>Bilingual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (females)</td>
<td>36 (24)</td>
<td>10 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age range</td>
<td>18-73</td>
<td>27-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>Eng</td>
<td>GIDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of languages</td>
<td>1 (1-1)</td>
<td>4.3 (2-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (range) years</td>
<td>Native</td>
<td>10.3 (1-15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-scanner Eng/Gk accuracy (%)</td>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>96.3/na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading aloud</td>
<td>99.7/na</td>
<td>98.7/na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantics pictures</td>
<td>91.6/na</td>
<td>88.8/na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantics words</td>
<td>92.4/na</td>
<td>87.3/na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-scanner Eng/Gk RT (s)</td>
<td>Semantics pictures</td>
<td>1.77/na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semantics words</td>
<td>1.69/na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out of scanner PALPA* Mean accuracy (%)</td>
<td>Real words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range accuracy words</td>
<td>91-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean accuracy (%)</td>
<td>97.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range accuracy nonwords</td>
<td>89-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT (ms) real words</td>
<td>758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT (ms) nonwords</td>
<td>851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out of scanner FLUENCY</td>
<td>82-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean neutral RT (ms)</td>
<td>752/752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean neutral RT (ms)</td>
<td>880/880</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: English (Eng); German, Italian, Dutch or Czech (GIDC); Greek (Gk); First language (L1); Number (n); Not Available (na).

*The controls completed some or all of the out of scanner behavior. One Italian from Group 2a did not complete the out of scanner behavior but self-rated with maximum proficiency score (9 on understanding, speaking, reading, and writing).

We also compared self-ratings for English proficiency (on a scale from 1 to 9, where 1 was low and 9 was high proficiency). The monolinguals (Group 1) rated themselves at ceiling (mean = 9, range = [9,9]). Groups 2a, 2b, and 2c had means of 8.8, 8.3, and 7.1, respectively. In a post hoc Games–Howell analysis of a one-way ANOVA (with Group as the factor), there was a significant difference between the 2 extreme Groups, 1 and 2c \( P < 0.05 \), but given the excellent performance of all participants on the PALPA tests, we cannot exclude the possibility that differences in self-ratings reflect differences in confidence.

No group effects were found for category and letter fluency (ANOVA with 3 groups of bilinguals) or for the control of verbal interference during the Stroop task (i.e., CRRT in native language or in English for monolinguals or bilinguals).

### Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging

#### Experimental Paradigm

Our experimental paradigm was designed to tease apart activation related to word retrieval, word recognition, and articulation. There were 8 different conditions: 4 required a speech production response and 4 required a decision and finger press response. For each type of response, there were 4 types of stimuli: pictures of familiar objects, written object names, pictures of nonobjects, and Greek letters/symbols (see Fig. 1). During the speech production conditions, the participants named the familiar objects, read aloud the written names, and said "1,2,3" to the nonobjects and Greek letters/symbols. During the finger press response conditions, the participants made semantic decisions to the objects and words and perceptual decisions to the nonobjects and Greek letters/symbols.

Areas associated with articulation were those that were more activated in the 4 speech production conditions than the 4 decision/
Naming and reading – semantics = articulation

Naming and reading –
1,2,3 = word retrieval

Figure 2. Task effects in monolinguals and bilinguals separately. Greater activation for 1) naming and reading aloud minus semantic conditions (Analysis 1) and 2) naming and reading aloud minus articulating “1,2,3” (Analysis 2). Threshold = $P < 0.001$; $k > 30$ voxels. After a correction for multiple comparison across the whole brain ($P < 0.05$ familywise error corrected), areas that were more activated by naming and reading aloud than by semantic decisions for monolinguals and bilinguals included bilateral precentral and postcentral gyri, bilateral superior temporal cortices, bilateral cerebellum, the left thalamus, and the supplementary motor cortex. In contrast, areas that were more activated by naming and reading aloud than by articulation (monolinguals and bilinguals) included the left anterior fusiform, anterior cingulate, dorsal premotor cortex, left superior temporal gyrus, left frontal operculum, and bilateral cerebellum.

Finger press conditions. Areas associated with word and object recognition were those that were more activated for familiar words and objects than unfamiliar Greek letters and symbols. Areas associated with word retrieval were those more activated for naming and reading aloud than semantic matching on words and objects, after controlling for articulation (i.e., the contrast was $[\text{Naming and reading aloud} > \text{saying 1,2,3}]$ – $[\text{Semantic decisions on objects and words} > \text{perceptual decisions on unfamiliar nonobjects and Greek letters/symbols}]$).

In all trials for all conditions, 3 stimuli were simultaneously presented as a “triad,” with 1 stimulus above and 2 stimuli below (see Fig. 1). Stimuli within a triad were always of the same type (pictures of objects, written object names, meaningless combinations of Greek letters or pictures of meaningless, and unfamiliar nonobjects). The triad configuration was necessary for the semantic and perceptual association matching tasks where the target stimulus above was related to 1 of the 2 stimuli below and participants pressed 1 of 2 response keys with 2 fingers from the same hand to indicate the match. For the articulation conditions, the triad presentation allowed us to keep the visual configuration constant with the semantic and perceptual conditions. However, to avoid interference or priming effects during the articulation conditions, we ensured that stimuli within a triad were semantically and perceptually unrelated to one another. The presentation of 3 naming or reading stimuli at the same time had the added advantage that the presentation rate per item was rapid, thereby maximizing the hemodynamic response per stimulus.

Stimulus Selection

All stimuli were derived from a set of 192 familiar objects with 3–6 letter names in English: 33 had 3 letter names (cat, bus, hat), 65 had 4 letter names (ship, bell, frog, hand), 58 had 5 letter names (teeth, camel, stake), and 36 had 6 letter names (spoon, dagger, button). The 192 objects were first divided into 2 different sets of 96 items which we refer to as set A and set B. For example, these were matched by word length (each set had a mean length of 4.5 segments with no statistical difference between sets: $t_{190} = 0.289, P = 0.775$). One group of selected participants was presented with set A as written words for reading aloud, set B as pictures for object naming, set B for semantic decisions on words, and set A for semantic decisions on pictures. The other group was presented with set B as written words for reading aloud, set A as pictures for object naming, set A for semantic decisions on words, and set B for semantic decisions on pictures. Thus, no word or picture was repeated over the 4 runs although 1) each object concept occurred twice (once as a word and once as a picture) and 2) the participants who participated in both English and Greek versions of the paradigm were exposed to the same pictures twice. We tested for the effect of repetition on pictures but we did not expect or find a significant repetition effect because the English and Greek paradigms were conducted on different days with relatively long intervals between testing days (see above). Words and pictures were counterbalanced within and between runs by using written names and pictures that referred to the same object (e.g., horse), the verbal and nonverbal stimuli were matched for semantic content and associations.

In the naming/reading aloud triads, we minimized the semantic relationship between stimuli such as “lemon” (above), “cow” (lower left), “pipe” (lower right). In the semantic triads, there was a strong semantic relationship between the target and 1 of the lower 2 pictures or words in the triad, for example, “piano” is more semantically related to “harp” than “oven.” We did not include triads where the semantic decision could be made on the basis of perceptual attributes or verbal paradigmatic or syntagmatic associations (e.g., cat and dog, knife and fork, sock and shoe). A pilot study with 8 participants ensured interparticipant agreement on the expected semantic relationship. Further details of the English stimuli can be found in Hu et al. (2010), which reports the same paradigm and provides the full list of object names in the supplementary information.

All word stimuli and instructions were translated into Greek for the Greek paradigm by a proficient Greek-English speaker who did not participate in the study. By using the same stimuli in Greek and English, we ensured that word meaning and picture stimuli were held constant. Any differences in familiarity, word frequency, word length, and other variables might have been problematic for interpreting activation differences in Greek and English (within participant group) but would not affect the interpretation of our findings that activation was higher for bilinguals than monolinguals on English words only (i.e., group differences when the stimuli are held constant).

Procedure

For both the English and the Greek paradigms, each participant participated in 4 scanning runs (sessions) lasting approximately 6 min each, with 2 runs involving the 4 articulation tasks and 2 runs involving the 4 matching, finger press, tasks. Within each run, there were 4 blocks of pictures, 4 blocks of words, 2 blocks of nonobjects, and 2 blocks of unfamiliar Greek letter strings, with 4 triads per block ($\pm 12$ stimulus items per block). Each block was preceded by 3.6 s of instructions. The instructions in the articulation conditions were "NAME," "READ," "123 SYMBOLS," "123 PICTURES." The instructions in the match/finger press conditions were "PICTURE-MATCH," "WORD-MATCH," "SAME-PICTURE," "SAME-SYMBOLS." Following the 3.6 s of instructions, each triad remained on the screen for 3.2 s followed by 180 ms of fixation, adding up to 18 s for each condition. Blocks of 14.4 s of fixation were interspersed every 2 stimulus blocks. These timing parameters were selected to ensure that the stimulus onset was asynchronized with the slice acquisition which ensured distributed sampling (Veltman et al. 2002). The order of words and pictures was counterbalanced within each run and the order of tasks was counterbalanced across sessions.

To ensure that the task was understood correctly, all participants undertook a short training session with a different set of words and pictures before entering the scanner. For the naming/reading aloud conditions, participants were instructed to name/read aloud the top stimulus first, followed by the bottom left and then the bottom right. For the unfamiliar nonobjects and unfamiliar meaningless letter string conditions, participants were instructed to say 1,2,3 as they systematically viewed the top stimulus, the bottom left stimulus and the bottom right stimulus. In the semantic matching task, participants were instructed to indicate 1) whether the stimulus on the lower left or lower right was more semantically related to the stimulus above (e.g., is oven or harp most closely related to piano) and 2) for the meaningless triads, whether the lower left or lower right stimulus was visually identical to the one above. Responses were recorded using a button box held either in the left or right hand with the hand of response set corresponding to the one above.
constant within each participant and counterbalanced across participants within group. The hand of response was rotated across participants so that the data from the same participants could be used in a future study of bilingual stroke patients who may only be able to use their left or right hand. The specific instructions were to indicate the bottom left stimulus by pressing the index finger on the right hand (or the middle finger on the left hand) and to indicate the bottom right stimulus by pressing the middle finger on the right hand (or the index finger on the left hand).

During training, we emphasized the need to keep the body, head, and mouth as still as possible. In the scanner, stimulus presentation was via a video projector, a front-projection screen, and a system of mirrors fastened to a head coil. Words were presented in lower case Arial and occupied 4.9° (width) and 1.2° (height) of the visual field. Each picture was scaled to take 7.3 × 8.5° of the visual field. Participants’ verbal responses, during the articulation conditions, were recorded and filtered using a noise cancellation procedure so that we could monitor accuracy and distinguish correct and incorrect responses in our statistical analysis. However, the recordings were made independently of the presentation script, so the recordings did not contain the stimuli onsets and we were not able to measure naming or reading latencies.

During both the training and the scanning sessions, participants were spoken to in the language they were being tested in. A native Greek speaker who did not participate in the experiment acquired the data for the Greek paradigm and analyzed correct versus incorrect responses.

Data Acquisition
A Siemens 1.5-T Sonata scanner was used to acquire both structural and functional images from all participants (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). Structural T1-weighted images were acquired using a 3D modified driven equilibrium Fourier transform sequence and 176 sagittal partitions with an image matrix of 256 × 224 and a final resolution of 1 mm³ (repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE)/inversion time, 12.24/3.56/530 ms, respectively). Functional T2*-weighted echo-planar images with blood oxygen level-dependent contrast comprised 40 axial slices of 2 mm thickness with 1 mm slice interval and 3 × 3 mm in-plane resolution (TR/TE/flipping angle = 2500 ms/50 ms/90°, respectively; field of view = 192 mm, matrix = 64 × 64). One hundred and three volumes were acquired per session, leading to a total of 412 volume images across the 4 sessions. As noted above, TR and stimulus Onset Asynchrony did not match, allowing for distributed sampling of slice acquisition across the experiment (Yelnatan et al. 2002). To avoid Nyquist ghost artifacts a generalized reconstruction algorithm was used for data processing. After reconstruction, the first 4 volumes of each session were discarded to allow for T1 equilibrium effects.

Preprocessing
Image processing and first-level statistical analyses were conducted using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM5: Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK. http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) running under Matlab 7 (MathWorks, Sherborn, MA). Each participant’s functional volumes were realigned and unwarpied (Anderson et al. 2001), adjusting for residual motion-related signal changes. Ss from the different participants were then spatially normalized to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space (voxel size = 2 × 2 × 2 mm³) using unified segmentation/normalization of the structural image after it had been coregistered to the realigned functional images. The normalized functional images were then spatially smoothed with a 6 mm full-width half maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel to compensate for residual variability after spatial normalization and to permit application of Gaussian random-field theory for corrected statistical inference. We excluded 3 participants who moved more than 3 mm (1 voxel) in the scanner or when visual inspection of the first-level results indicated movement artifacts (edge effects, activation in ventricles, etc.).

First-Level Analyses
The preprocessed functional volumes of each participant were then submitted to participant-specific fixed-effects analyses, using the general linear model at each voxel. Correct responses for each of the 8 conditions were modeled separately from the instructions and the errors, using event-related delta functions that modeled each trial onset as an event using condition-specific “stick-functions” having a duration of 4.32 s per trial and a stimulus onset interval of 4.5 s. Each event was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. To exclude low-frequency confounds, the data were high-pass filtered using a set of discrete cosine basis functions with a cutoff period of 128 s. The contrasts of interest at the first level were each of the 8 activation conditions relative to fixation. The appropriate summary or contrast images were then entered into 5 second-level analyses (i.e., a random-effects analysis) to enable inferences at the group level.

Second-Level Analyses
The primary aim of these analyses was to compare bilingual and monolingual activation, while controlling for differences in native versus nonnative language (i.e., English, Greek, or other). We therefore identified activation that differed for all 3 bilingual groups (relative to the monolinguals) irrespective of whether they were responding in their nonnative language (Groups 2a, 2b, 2c) or their native language (Group 2c).

In Analysis 1, we used an ANOVA in SPM with 2 different factors. One factor modeled the 4 different experimental conditions (e.g., naming, reading aloud, semantic decisions on pictures, and semantic decisions on words). The variance for this factor was within subjects. The other factor modeled 5 independent sources of data from the 4 groups performing the English paradigm and the Greek participants performing the Greek paradigm. This second factor was the combination of 2 different nested factors: the effect of monolinguals versus bilinguals performing the English paradigm (Group 1 vs. Groups 2a, 2b, 2c) and the effect of performing the paradigm in L1 (Group 1 and Group 2c in Greek) versus L2 (Group 2a and 2b). In both cases, the contrast is across independent groups; therefore, they can be included in the same analysis. This ensures common sensitivity to all effects because the error variance and degrees of freedom are held constant. In addition to the conditions, we included 2 regressors of no interest. One was the effect of age for each task; the other was in-scanner accuracy on the naming task only (there was very little variance in accuracy on the other tasks).

Analysis 2 was identical to Analysis 1 except that all the semantic conditions were replaced with the articulation conditions (articulating 1, 2, or 3 unfamiliar nonobjects or unfamiliar letter strings). Analysis 3 correlated brain activation during naming and reading with the ability to control interference in the Stroop task (CRRT, measured outside the scanner). Analysis 4 correlated brain activation with age of acquisition and written word knowledge in L2. Finally, Analysis 5 compared naming and reading activation in those who spoke 1, 2, or 3+ languages. In every case, for all analyses, we only included activation related to correct trials; therefore, all the results reported below represent activations for successful responses.

Statistical Thresholds
For Analysis 1, the statistical threshold was set at P < 0.05 familywise error corrected in height for multiple comparisons across 1) the whole brain and 2) regions of interest (spheres of 6 mm radius) centered on coordinates from previous studies of language control in bilinguals and word frequency in monolinguals (see Table 2). For Analyses 2-5, our regions of interest (spheres of 6 mm radius) were centered on the areas identified in Analysis 1.

Results
In-Scanner Behavior
Accuracy for all participants was greater than 80% in all tasks (see Table 1). There were no significant differences between monolinguals and bilinguals (Groups 2a, 2b, 2c in the English paradigm) on either accuracy or response times except during word matching (accuracy: F3,63 = 3.015, P < 0.05; RTs: F3,63 = 7.019, P < 0.001). Tukey post hoc tests showed that monolinguals were faster on word matching than each of the bilingual groups (P = 0.020 for group 1 vs. 2a; P = 0.011 for group 1 vs. 2b; P = 0.008 for group 1 vs. 2c). Likewise, there
were no significant differences for first versus second language (Group 2c in Greek vs. English) except for word matching (accuracy: $t_{50} = 2.566, P < 0.05$; RTs: $t_{50} = -2.667, P < 0.05$). For details, see Table 1.

The lack of any significant behavioral difference between monolingual and bilingual naming and reading accuracy is consistent with our selection of bilinguals who were highly proficient in English. In essence, we are claiming that the bilinguals were able to perform our relatively easy speech production tasks but they required more brain effort/activation to produce the same outcome (Callan et al. 2004).

**Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging**

Prior to reporting group differences in activation, we note that the pattern of activation for word retrieval and articulation was remarkably similar in bilinguals and monolinguals with the exception of the pars opercularis and pars triangularis (POp and PTr) where activation was observed in bilinguals but not monolinguals during naming and reading aloud compared with semantic decisions (Analysis 1) or articulating 1,2,3 (Analysis 2); see Figure 2.

*Table 2*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anatomical region</th>
<th>MNI coordinates</th>
<th>Z scores for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pars triangularis (PTr)</td>
<td>-48</td>
<td>+38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguez-Fornells et al. (2002)</td>
<td>-44</td>
<td>+28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graves et al. (2007)</td>
<td>-43</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior insula (Ins)</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>+25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pars opercularis (POp)</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguez-Fornells et al. (2002)</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papoutsi et al. (2009)</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>+12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodriguez-Fornells et al. (2005)</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planum temporale (PT)</td>
<td>-52</td>
<td>-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graves et al. (2007)**</td>
<td>-46</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These coordinates have been converted from Talairach to MNI space.*

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas showing increased activation for bilinguals compared with monolinguals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anatomical region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT Planum temporale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Dorsal precentral gyrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STG Superior temporal gyrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POp Pars opercularis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTr Ventral pars triangularis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ins Anterior insula</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N/R, naming and reading aloud; Sem, semantic decisions; Art, articulating "1,2,3"; Int, interaction; ns, not significant.

The effect of bilingualism did not differ for picture naming or reading aloud (whole brain analysis or region of interest analysis), and there were no areas that were more activated for monolinguals than bilinguals. There were no significant group differences during semantic decisions on words or pictures ($P > 0.001$ uncorrected), and the interaction of group by task confirmed that the effect of bilingualism was greater on naming and reading than semantic decision in all the regions identified above (see Table 3).

**Analysis 2: Activation for Bilinguals versus Monolinguals for Naming and Reading Aloud versus Articulation**

The effect of bilingualism during naming and reading aloud was highly significant in the same 5 regions identified in Analysis 1. In PT, PC, STG, there was also an effect of bilingualism for articulating 1,2,3, with no significant difference in the effect of bilingualism during naming, reading aloud, or articulating 1,2,3. In contrast, the effect of bilingualism in POp and PTr/Ins was higher for naming and reading aloud than articulating 1,2,3 (for details, see Table 3). There were no other group effects.

**Analysis 3: Correlating the Ability to Control Verbal Interference with Activation in Areas Associated with Bilingualism**

In monolinguals, we found a negative relationship between CRRT and activation for picture naming and reading aloud in POp ($Z = -3.7, P < 0.001$) and PTr ($Z = -2.5, P < 0.01$). This indicates more activation with less conflict, consistent with a role for POp and PTr in the control of interference during monolingual picture naming and reading. In contrast, there were no significant correlations between CRRT and activation in the bilinguals for either the native language CRRT or their nonnative language CRRT and no correlations between CRRT and activation were observed in PT, STG, or PCr, in either the monolinguals or the bilinguals (native or nonnative language) even when the statistical threshold was reduced to $P < 0.05$.
uncorrected. Conceivably, the absence of a correlation between CR_{RT} and bilingual activation is because the control of interference was consistently greater for bilinguals than monolinguals during the naming and reading aloud tasks.

The results of Analysis 3 show that, although POp and PTR activation for monolingual naming and reading aloud was not significant at the group level (see right side of Fig. 3), activation increased in these areas for monolingual individuals who were better at controlling verbal interference in the Stroop task. This suggests that POp and PTR are involved in controlling interference from competing words in the same language. Greater activation in POp and PTR for bilingual than for monolingual naming and reading is therefore consistent with our hypothesis that controlling interference is more demanding for bilinguals because words in the other language also compete for selection.

**Analysis 4: Proficiency and Age of Acquisition**

Although our selection criteria only included bilinguals who were highly proficient in English, there was variance across the sample. Analysis 4 therefore tested whether activation in the bilinguals varied either with written word knowledge (as measured by accuracy and RT on the lexical decision task from the PALPA) or with age of acquisition. Consistent with our

![Figure 3](https://academic.oup.com/cercor/article-abstract/22/4/892/422862)

*Figure 3.* Main effect of Bilingualism. This is a visualization of Table 3. A sagittal rendering and coronal sections are given on the left. F-maps are on the right, with groups and conditions along the x-axis, and values along the y-axis (within the range {-2, 7}). Conditions are arranged into tasks (naming pictures, reading words aloud, matching semantically related pictures, matching alphabetic strings). Conditions are also colored white for monolinguals, gray for bilinguals in the English paradigm, and black for bilinguals in the Greek paradigm.
selection aims, there were no significant correlations for picture naming and reading aloud ($P < 0.05$ uncorrected) in any of the regions we identified as more activated for bilinguals than for monolinguals. At the whole brain level, we observed a negative correlation between word knowledge and activation in the right cerebellum [$+32, -82, -24$] ($Z = -4.8$). While this is consistent with prior studies showing more cerebellar activation with lower proficiency (Liu et al. 2010), it is not discussed further here as our focus was on differences between bilinguals and monolinguals rather than the effect of proficiency within bilinguals.

Analysis 5: The Effect of the Number of Languages Spoken

Many of our participants spoke more than 2 languages (for details, see Table 1). Therefore, Analysis 5 tested whether activation in the regions where we found differences in bilinguals and monolinguals above varied with the number of languages spoken. Three groups of participants were included. Group 1 ($n = 36$) was the same as Group 1 in Analyses 1 and 2 (i.e., all the monolinguals); Group 2 ($n = 9$) contained the bilinguals who spoke no more than 2 languages (irrespective of whether they were in Groups 2a, 2b, or 2c in Analyses 1 and 2); and Group 3 ($n = 21$) contained bilinguals who spoke 3 or more languages. For each group, we included the contrast images for picture naming—fixation and reading aloud—fixation. Therefore, there were a total of 6 different conditions.

The comparison of naming and reading activation for speaking 1, 2, or 3+ languages confirmed that activation in all 5 of our regions of interest (i.e., PT, PrC, STG, POp, PTr/Ins) was greater for those who spoke 2 languages or 3+ languages than for those who spoke 1 language (see Fig. 4). In addition, this analysis found that activation in PT and PTr/Ins was greater ($P < 0.001$) for those who spoke 3+ languages than for those who spoke 2 languages. Further work may explore this intriguing finding. However, it suffices for now to demonstrate that the effect of bilingualism we report in this paper pertained to participants who spoke 2 languages as well as those who spoke more than 2 languages.

Discussion

This study shows that, compared with monolinguals, bilinguals have increased activation in 5 left frontal and temporal regions when they name pictures or read words aloud in a single language context, either in their native language or in their nonnative language. By considering the location of these effects, and comparing them with others reported in the literature, we show where, when, and why brain activation differs in bilinguals and monolinguals during simple speech production tasks.

Where Did Activation Increase for Bilinguals?

In the whole brain search, 5 regions showed higher activation in 5 left frontal and temporal regions when they name pictures or read words aloud in a single language context, either in their native language or in their nonnative language. By considering the location of these effects, and comparing them with others reported in the literature, we show where, when, and why brain activation differs in bilinguals and monolinguals during simple speech production tasks.
explains an established observation in the bilingual literature, which is that bilinguals seem to incur an extra processing cost, for example, when naming pictures (Gollan et al. 2005). The correspondence between the effect of bilingualism and the control of lexical interference in POp and PTr further suggests that the effects of bilingualism and frequency might be partly explained by the control of interference. However, one region—left STG—has not previously been associated with either low- versus high-frequency picture naming or interference (though see Maess et al. 2002). Without further consideration, it might be concluded that the STG was involved in processing that was specific to bilinguals, consistent with the possibility that the control of competition between 2 languages involves different processing resources to the control of competition within a single language. This hypothesis is not, however, supported when we consider the response properties of this region below. 

When Did Activation Increase for Bilinguals?
Here, we consider when in the multistage processing stream the effect of bilingualism arose. First, we established that the differences between bilinguals and monolinguals arose when the names of the stimuli needed to be retrieved and articulated. This inference was based on finding that 1) there were no group differences during semantic decisions on either pictures or words; 2) activation increased for bilinguals relative to monolinguals when the task was naming and reading aloud; and 3) these group differences in naming and reading aloud were observed irrespective of whether the baseline condition was fixation or semantic decisions.

Second, we divided the regional effects according to whether they arose at the level of word retrieval or articulation. This involved comparing the effect of bilingualism for 3 different speech production tasks: naming, reading aloud, and articulating 1,2,3. We found that in 3 of our 5 regions of interest (i.e., PrC, PT, STG), group differences were emerging at the level of articulation or postarticulatory processing (e.g., auditory-motor feedback; Dhanjal et al. 2008) because they were observed for all 3 tasks with no interaction between group and task. By contrast, the effect of bilingualism in the other 2 areas (POp and PTr/Ins) was greater during naming and reading aloud than during articulation (P < 0.001), consistent with a role in word retrieval and articulatory planning rather than articulation per se. Interestingly, the effect of bilingualism on brain activation was not greater for naming than reading aloud. At one level this might be surprising because word retrieval is facilitated during reading by sublexical associations between visual parts (letters) and phonology. On the other hand, the use of sublexical associations may be suppressed in bilinguals, particularly in languages like German and Italian that use the same orthography but with different phonological associations (Nosarti et al. 2010).

Third, for each of the areas showing group differences in activation, we examined the effect of task, within group. This associated PT, PrC, and STG to articulation and/or postarticulatory processing because these areas were more activated by naming and reading aloud than semantic decisions with no difference in activation during naming, reading, or articulating 1,2,3 (Analyses 1 and 2). In contrast, PTr and Pop were associated with the ability to control verbal interference within language (Analysis 3).

Fourth, we consider how the areas showing an effect of bilingualism in our study had been interpreted in prior studies (for a review, see Price 2010). We note that previous studies have associated PTr with word retrieval (Devlin et al. 2003) and cognitive control (Koechlin et al. 2003); the adjacent insula (Ins) with articulatory planning (Dronkers 1996; Wise et al. 1999; Brown et al. 2009; Fridriksson et al. 2009; Moser et al. 2009; Shuster 2009); POp with controlling word retrieval and articulatory sequences, PrC with motor output of articulatory sequences (e.g., Fridriksson et al. 2009); and PT and STG with the postarticulatory processing of speech (see Price 2010).

The association of PT and STG with articulation may seem surprising. However, the STG region that we see activated in all articulation tasks is one that responds to prelexical phonemic processing of auditory input during perception (Britton et al. 2009; Leff et al. 2009). Although none of our conditions involved external auditory input, the output from articulation is itself an auditory response that results in auditory activation (Price et al. 1996; Bohland and Guenther 2006). Indeed, the coordinates of our STG activation [MNI: –60, –10, +2] are remarkably similar to the lateral STG activation [MNI: –56, –12, 0] associated with auditory processing during speech output in Dhanjal et al. (2008). Likewise, activation in our PT area [MNI: –56, –30, +14] is similar to the activation that Takaso et al. (2010) report [MNI: –60, –30, +8] when participants were given delayed feedback of their own voices over a pair of headphones (compared with nondelayed feedback). This is consistent with proposals that STG and PT are involved in auditory-motor feedback during speech production (Dhanjal et al. 2008; Zheng et al. 2009) and that increased activation in nonnative speech processing may reflect the successful use of articulatory-auditory and articulator-orosensory feedback (Callan et al. 2004).

In brief, the functional response properties of the areas associated with bilinguals suggest that bilinguals increase activation relative to monolinguals in areas involved in controlling verbal interference during word retrieval and articulatory planning (PTr/Ins), control of articulatory sequences (POp), articulation (PrC), auditory processing of speech output (STG), and auditory-motor feedback (PT).

Why Does Activation Increase for Bilinguals?
Why might the demands on the various processes described above be relatively greater in bilinguals as compared with monolinguals? We will evaluate our hypotheses in light of the functional properties associated with each region.

Consider first the response in PTr. Our data show that within monolingual speakers, PTr acts to control interference in order to ensure correct word selection. The frequency effect in PTr, that has been reported in monolinguals (Graves et al. 2007), can then be understood in terms of the demands on interference control, consistent with behavioral data showing that lexical selection is affected by word frequency (Navarrete et al. 2006; Kittredge et al. 2008). The demand on this region is greater in bilinguals because of the additional need to control interference from words that are not in the target language (see e.g., Rodriguez-Fornells et al. 2002; Abutalebi and Green 2007; Abutalebi 2008).

In POp, activation has been associated with predicting semantic and articulatory sequences and the control of verbal interference in monolinguals (see above). The need for such predictions may vary with the level of competition from words.
with similar sounds and meanings. As in PTc, the data point toward a domain general system that is used in both monolinguals and bilinguals but is more activated in bilinguals because of competition between languages as well as within languages. In contrast, activation in the PrC area has been associated with articulation but not the control of interference. In bilinguals, articulatory activation in PrC might be higher because the motor plan and execution of each word is less rehearsed, as predicted by the reduced frequency hypothesis. Finally, activation in STG and PT has been associated with auditory-motor feedback from the articulated response. Plausibly, this is greater in bilinguals than monolinguals because bilinguals may monitor the spoken response more carefully to ensure that it is articulated with the accent, intonation, and other features associated with the target language.

In sum, the effect of bilingualism on regional activations in naming and reading is best explained by greater demands on the processes of word retrieval, articulation, and postarticulatory monitoring that are in common with word processing in monolinguals.

Summary and Conclusions

In this study, we have shown increased activation for bilinguals relative to monolinguals during overt picture naming and reading aloud, even when bilinguals are only responding in their native language. The areas where these effects were observed are remarkably consistent with those previously associated with low-versus high-frequency picture naming in one’s native language and the control of interference in bilinguals as they respond in a dual language context. Our findings suggest that bilinguals increase processing within a system that is also used in monolinguals (for a similar rationale, see Abutalebi and Green 2007). However, they contrast sharply with the idea of a unique and advantageous bilingual system that exploits resources that are untapped in monolinguals (Kovelman, Baker, et al. 2008; Kovelman, Shalinsky, et al. 2008). By including multiple tasks, we have been able to interpret the function of the areas where activation is higher in bilinguals than monolinguals. By including multiple groups, and only testing in a single language context, we were also able to control for differences between native versus nonnative language. Finally, our study goes beyond an exploration of where effects arise in bilinguals, and specifically tests evidence for competing interpretations of the data. Our conclusions offer novel insight into the effect of bilingualism on brain function and emphasize that the advantage of being bilingual comes at the expense of increased demands on word retrieval and articulation, even in simple picture naming and reading tasks.
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